In this paper a novel feature subset selection method for model-based 3D-pose recovery is introduced. Many different kind of features were applied to correspondence-based pose recovery tasks. Every single feature has advantages and disadvantages based on the object's properties like shape, texture or size. For that reason it is worthwhile to select features with special attention to object's properties. This selection process was the topic of several publications in the past. Since the object's are not static but rotatable and even flexible, their properties change depends on there pose configuration. In consequence the feature selection process has different results when pose configuration changes. That is the point where the proposed method comes into play: it selects and combines features regarding the objects pose-space location and creates several different feature subsets. An exemplary test run at the end of the paper shows that the method decreases the runtime and increases the accuracy of the matching process.
INTRODUCTION
Model-based pose recovery is widely researched.
A lot of the model-based recovery methods are correspondence-based and employ features to match query-and training-poses (see (Pons-Moll and Rosenhahn, 2011) ). Many different types of features were introduced and finding best suitable one for a special problem has become part of research as well. Several comparisons of features for pose estimation have been published and many tests and comparisons have been done (Rosenhahn et al., 2006) (Chen et al., 2010) (Amanatiadis et al., 2011) (Kazmi et al., 2013) . In so far it is known to the authors all the most of these methods apply global features or global feature sets for the whole pose space. In this paper a novel method is introduced, which selects and combines features depending on the location in pose-space. The idea behind this approach is, that the object's look is diverse depending on pose configuration. The bigger the pose-configuration changes, the more the look of the object varies and the probability that another feature set suits better increases. Based on this fact, the proposed method maps the feature space to the pose space and searches for the most discriminative subset depending on the region of the pose space. Finally it produces several feature subsets out of a pool of features. These subsets lead to a more accurate result while the dimensionality of the subset is reduced. That causes shorter computational time into two ways: on the one hand it reduces the feature extraction time, because just the features of the subset have to be extracted. On the other hand the matching time is reduced, since the dimensionality of the queryand the training-vector are downsized.
In the first part of the paper the theory of the method is explained. In the following a simple example is conducted and the results are evaluated.
RELATED WORK
There have been many publications on image based pose recovery. A lot of them deal with extraction of human poses. The introduced method is not specialized to humans pose extraction, but rather for general pose recovery of rigid and non-rigid objects. For this purpose many different kind of features were used: edge-or corner-based features (Choi et al., 2010) (Hinterstoisser et al., 2007) , shape or silhouette based descriptors (Reinbacher et al., 2010) (Poppe and Poel, 2006) , keypoint descriptors (Choi et al., 2010) (Collet et al., 2011) or self defined features like (Payet and Todorovic, 2011) and (Hinterstoisser et al., 2007) .
Due to the fact that most of the descriptors are all-purpose and not designed for a special problem, some of their components are irrelevant for pose retrieval but produce additional computational time. In order to increase the efficiency and the accuracy of the pose recovery process few of them combine and select features to a new compact problem specific descriptor. The method introduced by Chen et al. combines several shape descriptors and selects the components which are suitable for the current problem. They apply a variation of Adaboost to select descriptor components in several rounds to get an optimal compact descriptor (Chen et al., 2008) . The method described in (Chen et al., 2011 ) also searches for the best global feature subset by using a more efficient feature selection method. Rasines et al. (Rasines et al., 2014) proposed a method to combine contour-based, polygon, blob and gradient-like features for hand pose recognition. They applied a sequential growing search algorithm to maximize the accuracy (F1 score) of the used classifier, while minimizing the size of the feature vector. The proposed method of this paper also aims to combine features and select subsets. In contrast to the other methods it defines multiple subsets distributed all over the pose space. In order to get an optimal discriminative subset the entropy of each feature is calculated regarding the pose space location. In consequence the algorithm gives different subsets for discriminative poses.
FEATURE SUBSET SELECTION
The proposed method aims to select subsetsF k of a feature set F with features f 1 to f n for estimating 3D-poses from a 2D-pose space (rotation around pitchand yaw-axis). The selection process is based on the features' entropy. Due to the fact that the entropy distribution is not uniform over the whole feature range, the method defines multiple local subsets in the feature space. The subset is chosen for every incoming request individually. For noise-cancellation the feature space is normalised by noise.
The method is divided in two parts: in the first offline step, the training set, consisting of images which describe all possible pose configurations (in constant step size s of a few degrees) with their ground truth data, is analysed and all features are calculated. Afterwards the feature values are mapped to the pose space and the entropy of each is calculated. In an additional step, subsets of features with the highest entropy combination are defined regarding the mapped pose space (see 3.1 -3.3). Besides the definition of the subsets the feature with the best global entropy is selected. This feature is the key to choose the subset. In the second online step the "key"-feature is extracted out of the query image and depending on the result the subset is selected. All features of the subset are extracted out of the query image and a matching method searches for the closest neighbour (see 3.4).
This method is also capable for multidimensional features and feature descriptors and can also handle multidimensional pose-spaces. For reason of understandability 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional features are used. This makes visualisation (plotting) of features in the pose space possible.
Feature Normalization
Tests have shown that very noisy features can mislead to a high entropy and consequently to a wrong feature set. Due to that, a normalisation by noise is necessary to avoid misinformation.
The following method is applied to measure the standard noise deviation. Since the used pose space depends on two parameters (pitch and yaw angle), every feature f n is plotted to the 2-dimensional parameter space. In figure 1 a fish model is used to demonstrate the 2D-pose space. The result matrix M f n is smoothed with the help of a normalized boxfilter and results inM f n . The standard deviation of the n-feature's noise σ f n is calculated as following. e and f describes the number of steps along the x-and yaxis of the plotted feature and h = e × f the size of the training set. f n 8,15 for example means the value of feature f n when the object is rotated 8 × s around pitch-axis and 15 × s around yaw-axis. s is the rotation angle step size in degree:
The feature spaces are normalized with help of σ f n and the value range is shifted to zerô The normalized values are stored in vectorf n
and brings the final normalized feature matrixF.
After normalisation noisy features with little information have a small value range.
Feature's Entropy
The presented method is based on the feature's entropy in relation to the 2D-parameter space. At first a histogram with k different bins b n k is calculated out of the normalized feature vectorf n , which has j n elements. Every bin b n k has l n i elements. In a next step the entropy is calculated with
The number of bins k is defined for each feature individually. Features with high information and less noise have a high number and noisy, weak features a little number of bins. Its number is calculated considering the normalized feature's value range. A manually chosen constant c (e.g. 100 bins) defines the bin number for the feature with the widest feature range. By increasing c the number of subsets raises and the number of pose configurations per bin falls. c should be chosen considering the size of training set. In the shown example c is around 1 300 of the size of the training set. The bin size |b| for all features is defined as following:
Finally k is calculated by
Definition and Entropy Calculation of Feature Subsets
In a preprocessing step feature subsets for the whole configuration space are defined. At the beginning of the selection process the feature with the highest entropy is searched:
Every bin b p k off p contains a set of pose configurations C p k . Vice versa all pose configurations C p k which have a similar value for featuref p are combine in bin b p k . An example is shown in figure 2 b) . Each color defines a bin b p k off p drawn over the pose configuration space. In the next step all configurations 
In order to define feature subsetsF k the number of features per subset s ∈ (0, 1...n − 1) has to be defined manually. The higher s is, the higher is the computational power. The number of subsets k p is equal to the number off p -bins.
Searching for the Right Feature Subset
After defining subset matricesF k in 3.3, the right subset has to be found. Therefore the feature with the highest entropyf p has to be calculated out of the query image. The subsetF d is selected by sorting the result feature value d in the right bin b p k .
EXPERIMENT
For a test a training set of 32400 artificial fish images showing fish rotated around the pitch-and yaw-axis, were used. The fish model was created in a project described in (Müller et al., 2014) . Each image has a size of 500 x 400 pixels. A test set of 1000 images, showing randomly rotated fish, was applied in order to find the nearest neighbour within the 32400 images of the training set. Simple self defined texture and shape-based features (see 4.1) were chosen in order to make this experiment easy to understand.
Features
For the test several simple texture-and silhouettebased features were selected. These are shown in figure 3. In total 21 feature values were generated. A short description of the features is given in the following subsections.
Angle of Major Segment Axis
With the help of the image moments the angle of the silhouette's main component is calculated. After segmenting the silhouette the second image moment of the segment is calculated and is used to compute the orientation angle α of the major segment axis (see figure 3(a) ).
Ratio of Width and Height
After rotating the segment around α the segment expansion in x-and y-direction is measured. The ratio between the lengths is used as feature (see figure  3(b) ).
Centroids of Quadrants
As shown in 3(c)) the centroid of the segment's quadrants is used as another feature. At first the centroid of the rotated segment is calculated. This is used to separate the image in four quadrants: the quadrants are cut through the centroid parallel to x-and y-axis. Afterwards the centroid of each quadrant is calculated with the help of the image moments. The centroid's position is stored in reference to segment's centroid.
Size of Quadrants
Figure 3(d) shows the feature 'size of quadrants'. The area of every segment quadrant is calculated. In the figure each area has another color.
Position of Eye
With the help of a blob detector the eye of the sample fish is searched. The exact coordinate is finally defined by the centroid of the eye's area.
Snout and Positions around Eye
The last features describe the position of the snout (x, y) and the contour position above and below the eye's center. The points above and below the eye's center are defined by the intersection point of orthogonal of the major segment axis and the segment contour. All coordinates are stored in relation to the segment's centroid.
Implementation
The test application was implemented in C++ and ran on an Intel i-7 cpu with 3.4 Ghz. For the test all features of the training set were generated and stored in a vector. The feature with the highest entropy ('angle of major segment axis') was chosen as initial feature and 100 feature subset ranges were calculated regarding 3.3. Afterwards all 1000 test images were tested with subsets of size 5, 10, 15 and 20 and without subsets. Therefore the features' angle of major segment axis' was computed and the right subset was chosen by this feature value. With the help of a brute force algorithm the best fit training feature was searched. The quality of the match was defined by the rotational error between the test and the training image of a match. The runtime of feature extraction and matching was measured separately.
Results
Besides the matching results the runtime of the matching process as well as the runtime of feature extraction is analysed in this section.
Pose Matching
As described in 4.2 in a first step 100 feature subset ranges were defined. Since different subset ranges can include subsets with same features, the number of different subsets was smaller than 100. For subsets with 5 features the algorithm defines 22 different subsets (see figure 4), for 10 features 18 different subsets, for 15 features 21 different subsets and for 20 just 1 subset. This is caused by the fact, that 4 of the features have the worst entropy in all subset ranges and are never used. The quality of matching was measured by calculating the pose angle difference between testand training image. The mean value of all angle differences was used to measure the quality of each method. Due to the fact that our training-database covers just rotations in 2-degree-steps, the expected mean error is 0.5 degrees. In general the mean-errorvalue of all methods was effected negatively by some outliers. Some of them are shown in figure 5 . Since the fish in our test is very similar from top and bottom view, in some cases the process matched fish, which were rotated around 180 degrees. In order to reduce the influence of outliers in a second run the five nearest neighbours were searched and the best match was used to calculate the mean value. This is shown in figure 6 .
Runtime
The shown method can save runtime in two different stages of the process. On the one hand it saves time during feature extraction. It is not necessary to extract all features out of the images, but only the features which are part of the chosen subset. The total runtime of the extraction process depends on the number of features per subset. On the other hand it helps to save runtime during the matching process. Depending on the matching technique the time reduction is more or less efficient, but in general matching algorithms are faster with less features. In the shown example a simple brute-force matching method was used. The runtime of different configuration was measured. At the top of figure 7 the runtime per query is shown. The brute-force-matcher needed up to 41% less run- time with a small subset than with all features. At the bottom of the figure the time for feature extraction is shown. Due to the fact that some of the used features depend on each other (see 4.1), in some configurations all features were calculated while not all of them was used. In spite of everything the runtime of feature extraction was reduced by more than 50% for subsets with 10 features and less.
CONCLUSION
In this work a novel approach for pose-depending subset feature selection is proposed. In contrast to the most other feature-based methods this method aims to select pose-sensitive, significant local subsets, which fit optimal to the depending pose-space region. In a simple experiment it could be shown, that the method decrease the runtime of feature extraction up to 50% and of the matching process up to 41%. Depending on the number of features and matching-method efficiency can even be improved. During this test-run the accuracy of the pose matching was increased as well, in case the number of features per subset was not chosen to small. For future it is planned to apply this method to a fish tracking system with multiple degree-of-freedom fish models and contour-and keypoint-based features.
